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Abstract. The rapid growth in autonomous technology has made it possible to de-
velop intelligent systems that can think and act like humans and can self-govern.
Such intelligent systems can make ethical decisions on behalf of humans by learn-
ing their ethical preferences. When considering ethics in the decision-making pro-
cess of autonomous systems that represent humans for ethical decision-making, the
main challenge is agreement on ethical principles, as each human has its own ethi-
cal beliefs. To address this challenge, we propose a hybrid approach that combines
human ethical principles with automated negotiation to resolve conflicts between
autonomous systems and reach an agreement that satisfies the ethical beliefs of all
parties involved.
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Innovation in autonomous technology has paved the way for the future generation
of intelligent autonomous systems [1,2]. Their increased level of independence [3,4]
raises concerns about their moral behavior in decision-making [5], leading to the birth of
the field of “Machine ethics” [6,7]. An evident obstacle in this field [8,9,10], is the lack of
general agreement on which ethical values should be followed by autonomous decision-
making systems, as individuals differ in their moral judgements [5,11,12]. Therefore,
when considering ethics in the decision-making process, a notable challenge is how au-
tonomous systems should interact to reach a situational agreement, knowing that their
ethical preferences may generally differ.

Automated negotiation is one of the prospects for solving conflicts between au-
tonomous systems [13,14,15]. In a multi-agent environment, agents can be selfish and
compete to maximize their utility [16,17], leading them to avoid the ethical beliefs of
others. To address this challenge, we propose a hybrid approach that combines human
ethical principles with automated negotiation. Traditionally, negotiation is a process of
communication through bids, dialogues, and offers to reach an agreement [18]. Hence, in
our approach, the interacting agents can negotiate to reach an agreement that, in a given
context, satisfies the ethical beliefs of all involved parties1, i.e., an ethical agreement.

As motivating example we consider a parking lot in a hospital where two indepen-
dent autonomous connected vehicles compete for the nearest parking space on behalf of
their passengers while the respective passengers have an emergency. Each vehicle is con-

1Note that the agreement is not definitive; rather, it depends on specific circumstances or environments.
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed architecture (Dotted box = component; Rounded box = data; Solid arrow
= data flow; Dotted arrow = dependency between sub-components).

figured with the ethical beliefs of the passenger, stored in an ethical profile. Each vehicle
is aware of the urgency of its passenger to reach the hospital, but also of its willingness
to negotiate to reach an agreement that satisfies, for all involved parties, their soft ethics
(user ethical beliefs), while still complying with the hard ethics of the overall parking
system (traffic laws).

Figure 1, shows an architecture to support the proposed approach. The user is in
charge of uploading her ethical profile2, e.g., by means of her mobile phone (1), and spec-
ifying the goal (2), i.e., drive to the nearest parking. From here, the autonomous system
i.e., autonomous vehicle in our example, takes control and performs further simulation
to achieve the goal [24]. Thus, the required tasks are generated by the system controller
(3), and their outcomes are predicted via verifiable metrics [25]. Tasks are then evaluated
against user ethical principles and domain-specific rules to measure their ethical impact
in the current context to carry out actions that will achieve the goal (4). For this purpose,
we employ the concept of ethics as proposed by Floridi [9,26], according to which soft
ethics encompasses user ethical preferences, and hard ethics represents the ethical rules
described by higher authorities, which are (in principle, should be) commonly accepted.

In a given context (e.g., the hospital parking), when resource contention is detected
(e.g., competing for the same parking space), the Negotiation Manager is responsible
for achieving a situational agreement (5). During the negotiation, offers are exchanged
until an outcome is reached (ethical agreement or no agreement). Each offer specifies the
tasks to be executed by the involved parties. Offers are generated (and evaluated) using
a negotiation tactic and the current context. The utility of each proposed (and received)
offer is computed based on user ethical principles, as each party has its own morals,
and hence the results might differ. Each offer is then evaluated to determine whether to
accept or reject it. We follow the intuition in [27], according to which ethical principles
are considered soft constraints, rather than hard vetoes on tasks. Hence, our approach
adjusts the autonomy so that, when no ethical option is available, the system strives to
violate the (set of) least impactful ethical principle(s) (i.e., the “least of all evils”).

We define an ethical profile as Eφ = {e1 � e2 � ·· ·en}, where e1, · · · ,en are ethical
principles sorted according to a total (not necessarily strict) order of importance � so that
en is the least important (impactful) principle. Moreover, for negotiation purposes, we
instantiate offers together with ethical principles into a context-dependent rule and define
our ethical evaluation criteria as the formula: accept(Ot)⇒c max(Et

φ ), with Et
φ ⊆ Eφ .

2The profile is used by the controller to adjusts [19] the autonomy of the system. For this purpose, we
will exploit the personalized ethical profiling technique (we are working on the multidisciplinary EXOSOUL
project [20,21,22,23]), which accounts for the moral preferences of each individual user.
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Following that criteria, the accepted offer Ot related to a task t in the context c max-
imizes the importance of the subset Et

φ of ethical principles relevant to t. This means
that, according to the chosen negotiation tactic, Ot maximizes the importance of those
principles not violated among all possible offers that would be accepted by the negotiat-
ing counterpart. For instance, a “more qualitative” tactic may maximize the importance
by giving priority to the most important principles. Another “more quantitative” tactic
may instead maximize the importance by giving priority to the less important principles,
thus preferring the number of not violated principles to their single importance. Still, an-
other tactic would be to accept the violation of a principle only if all principles of minor
importance are violated first.

Eventually, when an ethical agreement is reached (6), the system performs actions
according to the tasks agreed upon by the negotiating parties. In our example, the vehicles
will move to the parking they agreed upon. Alternately, if no ethical agreement is reached
through negotiation, as no offer that satisfies the soft ethics of all involved parties could
be found, the systems employ a fallback strategy for the decision-making, considering
only the hard ethics of the current context.

The proposed hybrid combination of human ethical preferences with automated rea-
soning will help ensure that autonomous systems behave ethically while enabling effec-
tive decision-making. In the future, we plan to implement the proposed architecture and
validate its performance in a real-world scenario.
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